The world’s fastest and most versatile Food preparation, storage & serving system.
Welcome to JackStack

For more than 25 years we are selling our plate racks all over the world. Our fast serving and storage system is helping many chefs with their operation in a busy kitchen. Lack of space has always been one of the major problems in any professional kitchen. Our patented JACKSTACK® plate racks make it possible to stack plates, of any size, from 12 up to 104 plates. Different arm spacing allow covered and non-covered dishes. Our range of products offers you mobile, counter and wall models. With using the JACKSTACK® plate racks you will be able to prepare dishes in advance, so pressure with your kitchen staff can be secured at a lower level. You will save labor, space and time!

The JACKSTACK® plate racks are all made up of a welded steel construction. The black electrostatic powder coating finish, which is scratch and rust resistant, is FDA and NSF approved. The JACKSTACK® plate racks, when used properly, only need a regular washing, and no further particular maintenance. Installation takes only minutes; no bolts or tools needed. All JACKSTACK® products are manufactured in the European Union (Sweden) and are sold with a two year warranty.
Mobile models

One or two persons can easily move the vertical plate tower in a minimum of time to storage or banquet area. The 15 cm (6”) diameter swivel wheels, of which two with brake, care for extra stability. Load and unload from 4 sides. Quick-change, sliding uprights allow fast, smooth resetting to any new plate size wanted. Starting from 36 plates up to 104 plates you can choose the most convenient model for your operation. Clearing up with JACKSTACK® takes no time, up to 400 plates are taken to the dish wash department in one go. Different arm spacing allow covered and non-covered dishes. Combine different size dishes on the same JACKSTACK®. Imagine; 104 plates on a footprint of a tea towel!

**JACKSTACK® JS104**
- Mobile Plate Rack for 104 plates.
- This model has a 2” (5 cm) spacing between plate supports.
- Dimensions: 60 x 60 x 179 cm (24” x 24” x 70.5”).
- Total weight: 30 kg (66 lbs).

**JACKSTACK® JS088**
- Mobile Plate Rack for 88 plates. Is a combination of JS104 and JS072.
- A 52 plate section with 2” (5cm) arm spacing and a 36 plate section with 3.25” (8.2cm) arm spacing.
- Dimensions: 60 x 60 x 179 cm (24” x 24” x 70.5”).
- Total weight: 29 kg (64 lbs).

**JACKSTACK® JS072**
- Mobile Plate Rack for 72 plates.
- This model has a 3.25” (8,2cm) spacing between plate supports for higher food preparations or covered dishes.
- Dimensions: 60 x 60 x 103 cm (24” x 24” x 40.55”).
- Total weight: 28 kg (62 lbs).

All mobile plate racks are equipped with 4 swiveling wheels (Ø 15cm/6”) of which 2 with brake.
Counter models

These tabletop models are particularly convenient in small kitchens and will assist you with the preparation of plates. The steady base, with adjustable feet, will secure the swiveling top. The swivel top ensures plates are always facing you and allow you to load and unload from 4 sides. Quick-change, sliding uprights allow fast, smooth resetting to any new plate size wanted. Choice of two models with capacity of 36 or 52 plates. Next to the swiveling models we have two steady small models with capacity of 12 or 24 plates.

JACKSTACK® JS052C
• Swivelling Table top Rack for 52 plates.
• 5 cm (2") spacing between plate support.
• Dimensions: 48 x 48 x 89 cm (18.9" x 18.9" x 35").
• Total weight: 13 kg (29 lbs).

JACKSTACK® JS036C
• Swivelling Table top Rack for 36 plates.
• 8.2 cm (3.25") spacing between plate support for higher food preparations or covered dishes.
• Dimensions: 48 x 48 x 89 cm (18.9" x 18.9" x 35").
• Total weight: 12 kg (26 lbs).

JACKSTACK® JS012C
• Tabletop Rack for 12 plates.
• 8.2 cm (3.25") spacing between plate support for higher food preparations or covered dishes.
• Dimensions: 29 x 30 x 73 cm (11.6" x 12" x 29.2").
• Total weight: 7 kg (15 lbs).

JACKSTACK® JS024C
• Tabletop Rack for 24 plates.
• 8.2 cm (3.25") spacing between plate support for higher food preparations or covered dishes.
• Dimensions: 52 x 29 x 73 cm (20.8" x 12" x 29.2").
• Total weight: 11 kg (24 lbs).
Wall model

JACKSTACK® JS012HW
- Wall Rack for 12 plates.
- 5 cm (2”) spacing between plate supports.
- Fits anywhere, mount side by side or one above the other.
- Dimensions: 24 x 70 cm (9.4” x 27.5”).
- Total weight: 4 kg (8.8 lbs).

JACKSTACK® provides you with the following drastic cuts in kitchen operating costs:
- 20% Less Labor!
- 25% Less Serving Time!
- Plus ... 30% More Space!
Covers and accessories

**JACKSTACK® JS901PC**
- Plastic cover for JS104, JS088 or JS072.
- Protects prepared food in transit.
- Keeps food longer fresh in cold storage.
- Complete with 2 vertical zippers.
- Dimensions: 159 x 72 x 72 cm (63” x 28” x 28”).

**JACKSTACK® JS52TB**
- Working table for JS052F or JS036F.
- Easy to attach.
- Hardwearing polyethylene chopping board.

**JACKSTACK® JS104TC**
- Thermocover for JS104, JS088 or JS072.
- Preserves in transit 72-104 plates with warm or cold food.
- Made of industrial High Tenacity PES fabric, with polyester fiber central layer.
- Complete with 4 horizontal and 4 vertical zippers.
- Washable, so hygienic in use.
- Dimensions: 159 x 72 x 72 cm (63” x 28” x 28”).

**JACKSTACK® JS914EA**
- Extension arms 30 cm (12”).
- Fits on all Jackstack models.
- Slipped easily over the existing arms.
- Very easy when using bigger trays or pizza pans.
From horizontal space-wasting to vertical space-saving!

ALREADY USED IN MANY • HOTELS • RESTAURANTS • CONFERENCE-CENTRES
• MILITARY BASES • SCHOOLS • HOLIDAY-AND HEALTH CENTRES
• CRUISE-SHIPS • HOSPITALS • ALL OVER THE WORLD

FOUR SEASONS • HILTON • HOLIDAY INN • HYATT • INTERCONTINENTAL
• MARIOTT • THE RITZ-CARLTON • SHERATON • AND MANY OTHERS...

Quality storage with high level functionality and durability.
Welcome to JackStack

Quality, functionality and durability are the basic ingredients of the JACKSTACK® shelving success. The purchase of a JACKSTACK® rack means you are buying a carefree storage system. JACKSTACK® racks are manufactured according the ISO 9001 quality norm, with the highest quality high-impact plastic available. The plastic is suitable for usage with food, it is easy to clean and does not corrode. This means the JACKSTACK® plastic storage systems are perfectly matching with the HACCP guidelines. In addition to this, the material is light-weight, yet very strong and stable. Every day, professionals experience the convenience and the advantages offered by these unique characteristics. The JACKSTACK® storage system is manufactured in the European Union (Holland) and is sold with a two year warranty.
The JACKSTACK® Euro rack has been the basis for all the storage solutions in our range. It is also the most versatile rack in our standard program. The shortest length available is 100 cm (40”) and the longest length in one piece is 200 cm (80”). Several lengths in between are available. With the depth of the shelves we offer you 40 cm (16”) or 50 cm (20”). The standard amount of space underneath is 20 cm (8”) which allows you more space when cleaning. The space between the shelves of our standard rack is 45 cm (18”). The maximum capacity is 200 kg (440 lbs.) per meter (40”) of each shelf. The temperature resistance is -40°C to +80°C when cleaning. The rack can be assembled by one person in minutes, without using bolts or tools.

**Jackstack JS100404**
- Model with 4 shelves
- Dimensions (LxDxH): 100 x 40 x 176 cm (39.4” x 15.7” x 69.3”)
- 2 stands; space between stands 85 cm (33.5”)
- Free shelf space 45 cm (18”)
- Free floor space 20 cm (8”)
- Maximum capacity of 200 kg (440 lbs.) per meter (40”) of each shelf
- Temperature resistance: -40°C to +80°C when cleaning
- NSF and TÜV approved

**Jackstack JS120404**
- Model with 4 shelves
- Dimensions (LxDxH): 120 x 40 x 176 cm (47.2” x 15.7” x 69.3”)
- 2 stands; space between stands 105 cm (41.3”)
- Free shelf space 45 cm (18”)
- Free floor space 20 cm (8”)
- Maximum capacity of 200 kg (440 lbs.) per meter (40”) of each shelf
- Temperature resistance: -40°C to +80°C when cleaning
- NSF and TÜV approved

**Jackstack JS140404**
- Model with 4 shelves
- Dimensions (LxDxH): 140 x 40 x 176 cm (55.1” x 15.7” x 69.3”)
- 2 stands; space between stands 125 cm (49.2”)
- Free shelf space 45 cm (18”)
- Free floor space 20 cm (8”)
- Maximum capacity of 200 kg (440 lbs.) per meter (40”) of each shelf
- Temperature resistance: -40°C to +80°C when cleaning
- NSF and TÜV approved

**Jackstack JS180404**
- Model with 4 shelves
- Dimensions (LxDxH): 180 x 40 x 176 cm (70.9” x 15.7” x 69.3”)
- 3 stands; space between stands 80 cm (31.5”)
- Free shelf space 45 cm (18”)
- Free floor space 20 cm (8”)
- Maximum capacity of 200 kg (440 lbs.) per meter (40”) of each shelf
- Temperature resistance: -40°C to +80°C when cleaning
- NSF and TÜV approved

**Jackstack JS200404**
- Model with 4 shelves
- Dimensions (LxDxH): 200 x 40 x 176 cm (78.7” x 15.7” x 69.3”)
- 3 stands; space between stands 90 cm (35.4”)
- Free shelf space 45 cm (18”)
- Free floor space 20 cm (8”)
- Maximum capacity of 200 kg (440 lbs.) per meter (40”) of each shelf
- Temperature resistance: -40°C to +80°C when cleaning
- NSF and TÜV approved
The JACKSTACK® Euro rack has been the basis for all the storage solutions in our range. It is also the most versatile rack in our standard program. The shortest length available is 100 cm (40”) and the longest length in one piece is 200 cm (80”). Several lengths in between are available. With the depth of the shelves we offer you 40 cm (16”) or 50 cm (20”). The standard amount of space underneath is 20 cm (8”) which allows you more space when cleaning. The space between the shelves of our standard rack is 45 cm (18”). The maximum capacity is 200 kg (440 lbs.) per meter (40”) of each shelf. The temperature resistance is -40°C to +80°C when cleaning. The rack can be assembled by one person in minutes, without using bolts or tools.

**Jackstack JS100504**
- Model with 4 shelves
- Dimensions (LxDxH): 100 x 50 x 176 cm (39.4” x 19.7” x 69.3”)
- 2 stands; space between stands 85 cm (33.5”)
- Free shelf space 45 cm (18”)
- Free floor space 20 cm (8”)
- Maximum capacity of 200 kg (440 lbs.) per meter (40”) of each shelf
- Temperature-resistance: -40°C to +80°C when cleaning
- NSF and TUV approved

**Jackstack JS120504**
- Model with 4 shelves
- Dimensions (LxDxH): 120 x 50 x 176 cm (47.2” x 19.7” x 69.3”)
- 2 stands; space between stands 105 cm (41.3”)
- Free shelf space 45 cm (18”)
- Free floor space 20 cm (8”)
- Maximum capacity of 200 kg (440 lbs.) per meter (40”) of each shelf
- Temperature-resistance: -40°C to +80°C when cleaning
- NSF and TUV approved

**Jackstack JS140504**
- Model with 4 shelves
- Dimensions (LxDxH): 140 x 50 x 176 cm (55.1” x 19.7” x 69.3”)
- 2 stands; space between stands 125 cm (49.2”)
- Free shelf space 45 cm (18”)
- Free floor space 20 cm (8”)
- Maximum capacity of 200 kg (440 lbs.) per meter (40”) of each shelf
- Temperature-resistance: -40°C to +80°C when cleaning
- NSF and TUV approved

**Jackstack JS180504**
- Model with 4 shelves
- Dimensions (LxDxH): 180 x 50 x 176 cm (70.9” x 19.7” x 69.3”)
- 3 stands; space between stands 80 cm (31.5”)
- Free shelf space 45 cm (18”)
- Free floor space 20 cm (8”)
- Maximum capacity of 200 kg (440 lbs.) per meter (40”) of each shelf
- Temperature-resistance: -40°C to +80°C when cleaning
- NSF and TUV approved

**Jackstack JS200504**
- Model with 4 shelves
- Dimensions (LxDxH): 200 x 50 x 176 cm (78.7” x 19.7” x 69.3”)
- 3 stands; space between stands 90 cm (35.4”)
- Free shelf space 45 cm (18”)
- Free floor space 20 cm (8”)
- Maximum capacity of 200 kg (440 lbs.) per meter (40”) of each shelf
- Temperature-resistance: -40°C to +80°C when cleaning
- NSF and TUV approved
Dunnage Racks

The JACKSTACK® dunnage racks have a slotted top and are helping to prevent contamination from dirt, cleaning solutions, pests and rodents. Keep your products 25 cm (10”) off the floor with these practical JACKSTACK® dunnage racks. The JACKSTACK® dunnage racks are manufactured according the ISO 9001 quality norm, with the highest quality high-impact plastic available. The plastic is suitable for usage with food, it is easy to clean and does not corrode. This means the JACKSTACK® dunnage racks are perfectly matching with the HACCP guidelines. In addition to this, the material is light-weight, yet very strong and stable. Every day, professionals experience the convenience and the advantages offered by these unique characteristics. The JACKSTACK® dunnage racks are manufactured in the European Union (Holland) and are sold with a two year warranty.

Jackstack JS080501
- Model with two stands
- Dimensions (LxDxH) 80 x 50 x 25 cm (32” x 20” x 10”)
- Maximum capacity of 200 kg (400 lbs.)
- Temperature-resistance -40°C to +80°C
- NSF and TUV approved

Jackstack JS100501
- Model with three stands
- Dimensions (LxDxH) 100 x 50 x 25 cm (40” x 20” x 10”)
- Maximum capacity of 300 kg (600 lbs.)
- Temperature-resistance -40°C to +80°C
- NSF and TUV approved

Jackstack JS120501
- Model with three stands
- Dimensions (LxDxH) 120 x 50 x 25 cm (48” x 20” x 10”)
- Maximum capacity of 350 kg (700 lbs.)
- Temperature-resistance -40°C to +80°C
- NSF and TUV approved

Quality storage with high level functionality and durability.
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